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1. INTRODUCTION
Correlation coefficients have applications in many areas and have been
one of the major topics in statistics during the last century. Their role in
multivariate analysis can be considered indispensable (e.g., Anderson, 1984;
Muirhead, 1982). Classical inferences on correlation coefficients are mainly
based on the assumption of multivariate normality. However, this assump-
tion is hardly realistic in practice since real data are rarely normal (Hill
and Dixon, 1982; Micceri, 1989). Properties of sample correlation coef-
ficients based on nonnormal samples have been studied by such authors as
Ali and Joarder (1991), Devlin et al. (1975), Gayen (1951), Kowalski
(1972), Muirhead (1982), Muirhead and Waternaux (1980), and Steiger
and Hakstian (1982). As reviewed by Kowalski (1972), many of the histori-
cal studies on the ordinary correlation coefficient for nonnormal popu-
lations were based on empirical simulations. Some of these results (e.g.,
Pearson, 1929; 1931; Rider, 1932) claim the robustness of the distribution
of r (the sample product-moment correlation coefficient) to strongly non-
normal populations, some claim the opposite (e.g., Baker, 1930; Chesire
et al., 1932; Duncan and Layard, 1973), while others sit in between (e.g.,
Haldane, 1949; Kowalski, 1972). A recent study on a related coefficient can
be found in Amey (1990). Theoretical developments made by Gayen
(1951), Muirhead (1982), and Muirhead and Waternaux (1980) provided
partial explanations to these controversial conclusions. Especially interest-
ing are results of Muirhead (1982) and Muirhead and Waternaux (1980).
They showed that when a sample is from an elliptically symmetric distri-
bution, the asymptotic distributions of sample correlation coefficients
enjoy similar forms to those based on samples from normal distributions.
A simple modification makes classical procedures asymptotically robust in
the class of elliptical distributions, which includes the normal distribution
as a special case.
Unfortunately, data are not necessarily symmetric, and hence further
generalizations of classical models are needed. For example, Azzalini and
Valle (1996) developed a multivariate skew-normal distribution that per-
mits asymmetric marginals. While this is a useful development, the kurtosis
of the skew-normal distribution is still very restricted. Since data sets in
practice often exhibit large skewness and heterogeneous marginal kurtoses,
Yuan and Bentler (1997) defined two classes of nonnormal distributions
that allow these possibilities. They further studied covariance structure
analysis based on samples from these distributions (Yuan and Bentler,
1999a, b). However, these distributions are also relevant to the wider
variety of topics in correlation theory encountered in statistics. In this
paper we will study the sample correlation coefficients in one class of these
nonnormal distributions and show their relevance to statistical practice.
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This class of distributions includes the class of elliptical distributions as
well as skewed distributions with heterogeneous marginal kurtoses. By
exploring the structure of the fourth-order moment matrix, we will show
that many classical results based on normality assumptions are still valid
in a large class of skewed distributions. For example, the asymptotic
distributions of sample correlation coefficients based on the normality
assumption still hold in classes of skewed distributions with heterogeneous
marginal kurtoses. This theory leads to a better understanding of the many
historical studies on the correlation coefficients. Similarly, the asymptotic
distributions of sample correlation coefficients based on an elliptical
distributional assumption are also valid in classes of nonelliptical distribu-
tions. In such cases, simple corrections to classical test statistics are
available as have been developed on the basis of elliptical distributions.
In Section 2 of this paper, we will introduce the class of nonnormal
distributions. A theorem on functions of sample covariances based on
samples from such distributions will be given. Specific correlation coef-
ficients will be studied in Section 3. These include ordinary Pearson, intra-
class, multiple, and canonical correlation coefficients. Some concluding
remarks will be given at the end of the paper.
2. SAMPLE COVARIANCES FROM A CLASS OF
NONNORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Motivated by the stochastic decomposition of an elliptical distribution (e.g.,
Fang et al., 1990), Yuan and Bentler (1997) proposed the following method for
generating a multivariate nonnormal distribution. Let !1 ,..., !m be independent
random variables with E(!j)=0, E(!2j )=1, E(!
3
j )=‘j , E(!
4
j )=}j , and
!=(!1 , ..., !m)$. Let & be a random variable which is independent of !,
E(&2)=1, E(&3)=#, and E(&4)=;. Also, let mp and T=(tij) be a non-
random p_m matrix of rank p such that TT$=7. Then the random vector
X=&T! (2.1)
will generally follow a nonelliptical distribution with Cov(X )=7. The
marginal skewness and kurtosis of xi are given respectively by
skew(xi)=# :
m
j=1
t3ij ‘j _
32
ii
and
kurt(xi)=; { :
m
j=1
t4ij (}j&3)_
2
ii+3= .
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Different ‘j , } j , m, and tij will lead to different marginal skewnesses and
kurtoses. The X in (2.1) will follow an elliptical distribution when
!tNm(0, I ) and Pr(&0)=1.
By choosing different !j , (2.1) can include many distributions. For
example, let &=1, z1 , ..., zp be independent standard normal variables and
!1=|z1 |&E( |z1 | ), !j=zj , j=2, ..., p, then the X in (2.1) will follow the
skew-normal distribution as defined by Azzalini and Valle (1996). Different
marginal skewnesses and kurtoses will be created through generating !j by
standardizing lognormal(+j , _2j ). Symmetrical marginals can be obtained
by choosing the !j from standardized uniform (0, 1) or the standard nor-
mal distribution. Actually, the !j can be obtained from any univariate ran-
dom variables after standardization. So (2.1) should be able to give good
approximations to a variety of distributions that practical data sets may
exhibit.
The most interesting feature associated with (2.1) is the asymptotic
covariance matrix of the sample covariance S based on a sample X1 , ..., Xn
from X. For a p_p symmetric matrix A, let vech(A) be the vector formed
by stacking the columns of A leaving out the elements above the diagonals.
Then there exists a matrix Dp , called the duplication matrix by Magnus
and Neudecker (1988, p. 49), such that vec(A)=Dp vech(A). We have
- n (vech(S )&vech(7 )) wL N(0, 1 ),
where
1=2;D+p (77) D+$p +(;&1) vech(7) vech$(7 )
+; :
m
j=1
(}j&3) vech(tj tj$) vech$(tj tj$), (2.2)
with tj being the j th column vector of T=(t ij) and D+p being the
generalized inverse of Dp . When all the }j=3, the 1 in (2.2) reduces to
1E=2;D+p (77 ) D
+$
p +(;&1) vech(7) vech$(7 ), (2.3)
which is the asymptotic covariance of vech(S ) based on an elliptical
distribution with kurtosis 3;. When ;=1 in addition to the }j=3, 1
reduces to
1N=2D+p (77 ) D
+$
p , (2.4)
which is the asymptotic covariance of vech(S ) when XtN(+, 7). Thus, we
may call the distribution of the X in (2.1) a pseudo elliptical distribution
when the }j=3 and a pseudo normal distribution when ;=1 in addition to
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the }j=3. Note that a pseudo elliptical distribution or a pseudo normal
distribution can have arbitrarily large skewness.
Since sample correlation coefficients are defined through sample
covariances, we expect that the asymptotic distributions of sample correla-
tion coefficients share the same properties in the class of pseudo normal
distributions as well as in the class of pseudo elliptical distributions.
Let f =( f1 , ..., fs)$ be a continuously differentiable function defined on
D=[vech(7) | 70].
Theorem 1. For the sample covariance S based on a sample from (2.1),
we have
- n [ f[vech(S)]& f[vech(7 )]] wL N(0, 0),
where 0=616$ with 6=f vech$(7 ) being of rank s. We also have
0=0N=26D+p (77 ) D
+$
p 6$
in the class of pseudo normal distributions; and
0=0E=2;6D+p (77) D
+$
p 6$+(;&1) 6 vech(7 ) vech$(7 ) 6$
in the class of pseudo elliptical distributions.
The above theorem generalizes many results of asymptotic distributions
based on a normality assumption to the class of pseudo normal distribu-
tions. These include the classical inferences on correlation coefficients,
eigenvalues of covariance matrices, likelihood ratio test statistics for pop-
ulation covariances, and other results based on the sample covariance S as
listed in Anderson (1984). Theorem 1 also generalizes many results based
on an elliptical distribution to the class of pseudo elliptical distributions, as
those summarized in Muirhead (1982). Since a sample correlation matrix
is a function of sample covariances, the procedures of Browne (1977),
Cudeck (1989), Jennrich (1970), Lee (1985), and Schott (1991, 1996) that
are based on normality assumptions are also valid in the class of pseudo
normal distributions.
Since the covariance matrix S only contains the second-order moments,
the asymptotic covariance of S will only depend on the fourth-order
moments. So the above result is not surprising even though to our
knowledge it has not been formally presented in the literature. A limitation
associated with the classes of pseudo elliptical distributions or pseudo nor-
mal distributions is that all the marginal kurtoses in these distributions are
necessarily equal. This is still very restrictive in applications. By exploring
the structure of the functional form in Theorem 1, many problems may be
freed from the equal kurtoses restriction.
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Corollary 1. Assume
6 vech(tj tj$)=0, j=1, ..., m (2.5)
in Theorem 1, then
- n [ f[vech(S )]& f[vech(7 )]] wL N(0, ;0N); (2.6a)
and when ;=1,
- n [ f[vech(S )]& f[vech(7 )]] wL N(0, 0N). (2.6b)
Equation (2.5) is convenient for characterizing the matrix T in the data
generation (2.1), however, it is only a sufficient condition for (2.6). The
necessary and sufficient condition for (2.6) is
:
m
j=1
(} j&3) 6 vech(t j t j$) vech$(tj tj$) 6$=0.
Notice that (2.5) implies 6 vech(7 )=0, which is satisfied by many
problems as demonstrated in Muirhead (1982). We will verify the condition
(2.5) in examples in the next section. When ;=1, the family of X in (2.1)
still can have arbitrary marginal skewness and kurtosis, however,
asymptotic inference procedures based on normality assumptions may still
be correct. Also notice that, when ;=1, condition (2.5) eliminates the
effect of higher-order moments of !j . So we only need to assume that the
first two-order of moments of X are finite in order for (2.6b) to hold. In
fact, higher-order moments of X may not exist. This parallels the results of
Amemiya and Anderson (1990) and Anderson and Amemiya (1988), who
consider the asymptotic robustness of classical procedures in factor
analysis.
When (2.5) is satisfied, standard errors of the estimators based on nor-
mality assumptions are still valid after a proper rescaling. A consistent
estimator of ; would be of interest. Muirhead and Waternaux (1980) gave
a consistent estimator of ; when X follows an elliptical distribution.
Another estimator ; =Mp [ p( p+2)] can be based on Mardia’s (1970,
1974) multivariate kurtosis estimator
Mp=
1
n
:
n
i=1
[(X i&X )$ S&1(Xi&X )]2.
It is obvious that both of these estimators are also consistent in the class
of pseudo elliptical distributions. However, it can be shown that neither of
them is generally consistent in the class of distributions with heterogeneous
marginal kurtoses, even when (2.5) holds. We want to find a consistent
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estimator of ; when (2.5) is satisfied. Let Yi=vech[(Xi&X )(Xi&X )$] and
SY be the sample covariance of Yi . Then SY is a consistent estimator of 1
and, for some consistent 6 ,
; =tr[[6 D+p (SS ) D+$p 6 $]&1 (6 SY 6 $)](2s)
is consistent for ; if (2.5) holds.
Actually, 6 SY 6 $ is always a consistent estimator of 0, and can be used
to calculate standard errors of the correlation coefficients. However, we
also need ; in some test statistics. Moreover, when s, the dimension of f,
is large, 6 SY 6 $ estimates s(s+1)2 extra parameters while ; only
estimates one more parameter besides the sample covariance, so a proper
use of ; can lead to a more stable estimate of 0.
3. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
We will explore the structure of different correlation coefficients in
this section. These are the ordinary correlation coefficient, the intra-class
correlation coefficient, the multiple correlation coefficient, and the canonical
correlation coefficients. Fisher’s z-transformation on correlation coefficients
and the test for residual coefficients in canonical correlation will also be
considered.
3.1. Ordinary Correlation Coefficient
Let the 2_2 matrix
S=\s11s21
s12
s22+
be the sample covariance based on X from (2.1). The sample correlation is
defined as r=s12 (s11 s22)12. Without loss of generality for this problem, we
can assume _11=_22=1 and _12=\ in the population. So
6=(&\2, 1, &\2), 6 vech(7 )=0, and 61N 6$=(1&\2)2.
Let tj=(t1j , t2j)$, then vech(tj t j$)=(t21j , t1j t2j , t
2
2j)$. Condition (2.5) leads to
\t21j+\t
2
2j&2t1j t2j=0, j=1, ..., m. (3.1)
If (3.1) is satisfied, then
- n (r&\) wL N(0, ;(1&\2)2),
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which indicates that, with a minor correction, an inference procedure based
on normality is valid in a class of distributions with heterogeneous
marginal kurtoses. For example, let g(r)=log[(1+r)(1&r)]2 be the well
known Fisher’s z-transformation. If (3.1) is satisfied, then
- n (g(r)& g(\)) wL N(0, ;), (3.2)
and the classical procedure will be valid if ;=1. We may want to know if
there exist any T=(tij) such that TT $=7 and (3.1) is satisfied. We will
answer this next.
For the 2_m matrix T, TT $=7 sets 3 constraints
:
m
j=1
t21j=1, :
m
j=1
t22j=1, :
m
j=1
t1j t2j=\, (3.3)
on tij and |tij |1. There are m constraints in (3.1). Note that (3.1) and the
first two equations in (3.3) imply the last equation in (3.3), so there are
total m+2 independent constraints. Since there are 2m elements in
T=(tij), with m+2 constraints, the solutions to (3.1) and (3.3) still occupy
a space with dimension m&2. Since the choices for m are unlimited, (3.2)
is valid in many distributions with heterogeneous kurtoses. We give a
procedure on how to identify solutions to (3.1) and (3.3) in the appendix.
For example, when \=0.5, both
T1=\0.25880.9659
0.9659
0.2588+ and T2=\
0.9659
0.2588
0.2588
0.9659+
are solutions for m=2, and both
T3=\0.8743 0.2588 0.41050.2343 0.9659 0.1100+ ,
and
T4=\0.6131 0.2588 0.74640.1643 0.9659 0.2000+
are solutions for m=3.
3.2. Intra-class Correlation Coefficient
Assume that 7=Cov(X ) has homogeneous variances and homogeneous
covariances. Then Cov(X ) can be expressed as the intra-class model
7=_2[(1&\) Ip+\1p1$p],
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where 1p=(1, ..., 1)$ is a p-dimensional vector. Let S be the sample
covariance matrix based on a sample from (2.1) with such a population
covariance matrix. Then the maximum likelihood estimator of \ is
r=[1$pS1p&tr(S )][( p&1) tr(S )].
Standard calculation gives
6=
tr(7 ) vec$(1p 1$p)&1$p71p vec$(Ip)
( p&1)[tr(7 )]2
Dp
and 6 vech(7 )=0. Further, condition (2.5) is equivalent to
(1$ptj)2&[1+( p&1) \](tj$tj)=0, j=1, ..., m. (3.4)
Since
1$p \ :
m
j=1
tj tj$+ 1p=[1+( p&1) \] tr \ :
m
j=1
tj tj$+ ,
there are only m&1 independent equations in (3.4). So the solutions of T
occupy a space with dimension ( p&1) m& p( p+1)2+1. Considering the
unlimited choices for m, there are many T $s satisfying (2.5). For the X in
(2.1) associated with those T $s,
- n (r&\) wL N(0, ;0N),
where 0N=2(1&\)2 [1+( p&1) \]2[ p( p&1)] is the asymptotic
covariance of - n (r&\) based on normality. Let
g(r)=[( p&1)(2p)]12 log[[1+( p&1) r](1&r)]
be Fisher’s z-transformation in the p-dimensional case, then
- n (g(r)& g(\)) wL N(0, ;).
So the classical procedure on intra-class correlations will be valid in many
nonnormal distributions with ;=1. More generally, a minor adjustment is
needed since ; must be estimated in practice.
3.3. Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Let X=(x1 , x2 , ..., xp)$=(x1 , X $2)$ be the random vector in (2.1) and
S=\s11s21
s12
S22+
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be the corresponding sample covariance matrix, where s11 is the sample
variance corresponding to x1 , S22 is the sample covariance matrix corre-
sponding to X2=(x2 , ..., xp), and s12 is a vector of the sample covariances
corresponding to x1 and X2 . Then the sample multiple correlation
coefficient is defined as
R=\s12S
&1
22 s21
s11 +
12
.
Let R be the population multiple correlation coefficient and P=(R , 0, ..., 0)$,
a ( p&1)_1 vector. As demonstrated in Muirhead (1982, Section 5.2.4) we
can assume
7=\1P
P$
Ip&1+
without loss of generality for this problem. For the R = f (vech(7 )),
standard matrix calculus gives
6=&
1
2R
(R 2, &2P$, vec$(PP$) D ( p&1)).
So
61N6$=(1&R 2)2 and 6 vech(7 )=0.
The condition 6 vech(tj tj$)=0, j=1, ..., m in (2.5) leads to
R t21j+R t
2
2j&2t1j t2j=0, j=1, ..., m. (3.5)
The requirement TT $=7 leads to
:
m
j=1
t2ij=1, i=1, ..., p, (3.6a)
:
m
j=1
t1j t2j=R , (3.6b)
:
m
j=1
tij tkj=0, i>k, ik>2. (3.6c)
Since (3.5) and (3.6a) imply (3.6b), there are total m+( p( p+1)2)&1
independent equations in (3.5) and (3.6). For each m, the solution set of
T=(tij) occupies a space with dimension ( p&1) m&( p( p+1)2)+1.
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Considering the unlimited choices for m, many T $s satisfying (3.5) and
(3.6) exist. For random samples corresponding to such T $s, we have
- n (R&R ) wL N(0, ;(1&R 2)2),
and for the Fisher’s z-transformation g(R)=log[(1+R)(1&R)]2,
- n (g(R)& g(R )) wL N(0, ;).
Again, the classical procedure on the multiple correlation coefficient will be
valid when ;=1, and a minor adjustment provides more general results.
3.4. Canonical Correlation Coefficients
Let X1=(x1 , ..., xa)$, X2=(xa+1 , ..., xa+b)$ with ab, and X=(X $1, X $2)$.
Let
S=\S11 S12S21 S22+
be the sample covariance matrix corresponding to X generated through
(2.1), where S11 is the sample covariance matrix corresponding to X1 , S22
is the sample covariance matrix corresponding to X2 , and S12 is the sample
covariance matrix corresponding to X1 and X2 . Let the positive square
roots of the eigenvalues of S &111 S12S
&1
22 S21 be denoted by 1>r1 } } } 
ra>0. These are the sample canonical correlation coefficients. Their pop-
ulation counterparts are given by the positive square roots 1>\1 } } } 
\a>0 of eigenvalues of 7&111 7127
&1
22 721 . As in Muirhead (1982,
Section 11.3.2), we can assume
711=Ia , 722=Ib , and 712=P=[diag(\1 , ..., \a) : 0, ..., 0],
where P is a_b. More advanced approaches to such eigenvalue problems
exist (e.g., Eaton and Tyler, 1994). In order to identify the condition of
(2.5), we need to use some results of Muirhead and Waternaux (1980). Let
G11=(Ia&PP$) &12, G22=(Ib&P$P)&12, G=diag(G11 , G22),
and
Z=\Z11 Z12Z21 Z22+=G - n (S&7 ) G.
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Assuming that \2l is a simple nonzero eigenvalue, Eq. (3) of Muirhead and
Waternaux (1980) gives,
- n (r2l &\2l )=\2l (1&\2l )(2zl, a+l&\l zll&\ l za+l, a+l)+Op(1n)
=cl vech(Z)+Op(1n), (3.7)
where cl is a row vector of length (a+b)(a+b+1)2. Let C=(c$1, ..., c$a)$,
then condition (2.5) is equivalent to
C vech(Gtj t j$G)=0, j=1, ..., m. (3.8)
Let
Bj=Gtj t j$G=\Bj11 Bj12Bj21 Bj22+ .
Since
PP$=diag(\21 , ..., \
2
a), P$P=diag(\
2
1 , ..., \
2
a , 0, ..., 0),
typical elements of Bj11 , Bj12 and Bj22 are respectively
b ( j11)ik =(1&\
2
i )
&12 tij tkj (1&\2k)
&12, (3.9a)
b ( j12)ik ={(1&\
2
i )
&12 tij ta+k, j (1&\2k)
&12,
(1&\2i )
&12 tij ta+k, j ,
ka,
k>a,
(3.9b)
b ( j22)ik ={
(1&\2i )
&12 ta+i, j ta+k, j (1&\2k)
&12,
(1&\2i )
&12 ta+i, j ta+k, j ,
ta+i, j ta+k, j (1&\2k)
&12,
ta+i, j ta+k, j ,
ia, ka,
ia, k>a,
i>a, ka,
i>a, k>a.
(3.9c)
In order to verify (3.8), we do not need to know the specific form of C.
Based on (3.9) and the c l defined in (3.7), (3.8) can be written as
\21(\1 t
2
1j+\1 t
2
a+1, j&2t1j ta+1, j)=0
\22(\2 t
2
2j+\2 t
2
a+2, j&2t2j ta+2, j)=0
j=1, ..., m. (3.10)
b
\2a(\a t
2
aj+\a t
2
a+a, j&2taj ta+a, j)=0
Let r2=(r21 , ..., r
2
a)$ and \
2=(\21 , ..., \
2
a)$. When all the eigenvalues \
2
l are
simple and positive and matrix T satisfies (3.10), by using our Corollary 1
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and the Corollary to Theorem 1 of Muirhead and Waternaux (1980), we
have
- n (r2&\2) wL N(0, ;0N),
where 0N=diag(4\21(1&\
2
1)
2, ..., 4\2a(1&\
2
a)
2). Again, we obtain normal
and ;-rescaled normal results. As with the other correlation coefficients,
there exist many T=(tij) that satisfy (3.10) and TT $=7. For each m, the
set of these T $s occupies a space with dimension bm&(a+b)(a+b+1)2+a.
3.5. Test for Residual Coefficients in Canonical Correlation
Following the notations in Section 3.4, we want to test
Ha&k : \k+1= } } } =\a=0 (\k>0).
Assuming that the k largest canonical correlation coefficients are distinct,
the likelihood ratio statistic under the normality assumption for testing
Ha&k can be written as (Muirhead and Waternaux, 1980),
LRa&k= :
a
i=k+1
:
b
j=k+1
z2i, a+ j+Op(n
&12).
Let the relation of the (a&k)(b&k)_1 vector v and the (a&k)(b&k)_
[(a+b)(a+b+1)2] matrix H be defined by
v=H vech(Z)
=(zk+1, a+k+1 , ..., zk+1, a+b , zk+2, a+k+1 , ..., zk+2, a+b , ...,
za, a+k+1 , ..., za, a+b)$. (3.11)
Then,
LRa&k=v$v+Op(n&12).
We need to find the condition H vech(Gtj tj$ G)=0, j=1, ..., m. By the form
of Gtj tj$G as in (3.9) and the definition of H in (3.11), this condition is
equivalent to
tk+i, j ta+k+l, j=0, i=1, ..., (a&k); l=1, ..., (b&k); j=1, ..., m.
(3.12)
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There are total (a&k)(b&k) m equations in (3.12), but these equations are
not independent. For an example, let us take a look at a=b=2 and m=5.
The
T1=\
t11
0
t31
t41
t12
t22
t32
0
t13
0
t33
t43
t14
t24
t34
0
t15
0
t35
t45+ ,
T2=\
0
0
t31
t41
t12
t22
0
0
0
0
t33
t43
t14
t24
0
0
0
0
t35
t45+ ,
with the nonzero tij being free parameters, will satisfy (3.12) for k=1 and
k=0, respectively. So there are actually m(a+b)2&mk independent
constraints in (3.12) when m is an even number, and m(a+b)2&
mk&(b&a)2 independent constraints when m is an odd number. Further-
more, the constraints in (3.12) imply constraints on the off diagonal
elements _ il , i=k+1, ..., a; l=a+k+1, ..., a+b. So there are (a+b)_
(a+b+1)2&(a&k)(b&k) constraints left in TT $=7. Consequently, the
solution space of T $s is of dimension (a+b)(m&a&b&1)2+(a&k)_
(b&k)+mk+(b&a)2 when m is odd and (a+b)(m&a&b&1)2+
(a&k)(b&k)+mk when m is even. Since the choices for m are unlimited,
there are many T=(t ij) that satisfy TT $=7 and (3.12). For these T $s,
LRp&k w
L ;/2(a&k)(b&k)
by our Corollary 1 and Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 of Muirhead and
Waternaux (1980). So the classical result on testing residual coefficients in
canonical correlations will also be valid in many nonnormal distributions
with ;=1, and the hypothesis Ha&k can be evaluated even more generally
when ;{1 can be estimated.
4. DISCUSSION
There are many ways to generate multivariate nonnormal distributions
as has been reviewed by Olkin (1994). The approach in (2.1) is a
generalization of the method used to develop elliptically symmetric dis-
tributions (Fang et al., 1990). This approach seems natural since classical
and new nonnormal distributions (e.g., Azzalini and Valle, 1996) can be
obtained. It does not require detailed knowledge about the multivariate
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density or distribution functions that may be hard to specify and even more
difficult to estimate in high dimensions. Further, the approach permits
simple data generation for simulation studies to determine the extent to
which empirical results correspond to theoretical expectations under viola-
tion of assumptions such as small sample size.
Using (2.1), we identify a class of nonnormal distributions for each
correlation coefficient. The asymptotic distributions of the sample correla-
tion coefficients based on samples from these distributions can be identical
to those based on a normality assumption or an elliptically symmetric
distribution assumption. The skewnesses and kurtoses of the marginal
variables are not critical in deciding the validity of inferences on correlation
coefficients, since each class of distributions as represented by (2.1) with T
satisfying (2.5) may contain arbitrarily large skewnesses and kurtoses.
Within this class, the condition (2.5) as specified in Section 3 can be regarded
as an asymptotic robustness condition for the classical procedures or the
procedures based on elliptical assumptions.
After discussing the richness of the class of distributions in which classi-
cal inference is valid for each correlation coefficient, it would be of interest
to know how large is the class of distributions corresponding to each
correlation coefficient. We know that each class contains the normal dis-
tribution as well as the class of elliptical distributions, which are the only
well-formulated existing multivariate distributions. We have demonstrated
that the dimension of the set of T satisfying (2.5) for each correlation coef-
ficient increases as the number of columns of T increases. For any given T,
(2.1) can generate a variety of skewness and kurtosis by changing !j with
different ‘j and }j . Let U=(u1 , ..., up)$ be a given random vector. We can
match the marginal skewness and kurtosis of U by X through solving
Cov(X )=7, E(x3j )=E(u
3
j ), E(x
4
j )=E(u
4
j ), and (2.5) simultaneously for tij ,
‘j and }j . With a similar argument as in Section 3, we will get a set of solu-
tions of T for each relatively large m. This implies that each class contains
many distributions that have the same correlation structure and marginal
skewness and kurtosis as those of U. Even though skewness and kurtosis
are often the only interesting moments beyond the 2nd-order, it would be
theoretically interesting to explore the possibility of matching the higher-
order moments of U by (2.1). As the number of moment equations
increases, we need to have a large m in order to have any solutions of T.
However, as the number of columns of T gets larger, central limit theorem
will play a role. This may imply that we cannot use (2.1) to approximate
the distribution of U to an arbitrary degree. This issue would be an
interesting topic for further study.
There has been a variety of results on the asymptotic expansions of
distributions of functions of the sample covariance matrix. Under the
assumption of multivariate normality, Konishi (1978, 1981, 1985) developed
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the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of Fisher’s z-transformation
for the Pearson correlation coefficient and the intraclass correlation coef-
ficient. Similar results were obtained by Devlin et al. (1976) and Hayakawa
(1987) under the assumption of elliptically distributed data. It would be of
interest to study the parallel property of the functions of correlation coef-
ficients when data follow model (2.1). Notice that the existing results for
asymptotic expansions were obtained under the assumptions that the
distribution of the data is either completely known (Konishi, 1985) or
partially known (Devlin et al., 1976; Hayakawa, 1987). Since we do not
specify the distributional form of the X in (2.1), generalizing the existing
results on asymptotic expansions to that of data model (2.1) would not be
straightforward, and any such generalization will be of substantive interest.
The validity of classical procedures and procedures based on elliptical
assumptions does not imply that these procedures can be applied to any
type of multivariate data. Even though (2.1) includes distributions with a
variety of shapes, theoretically, there are still many random vectors that
can not be represented as (2.1). For random vectors that can be repre-
sented as in (2.1), there are still many that do not satisfy (2.5). These dis-
tinctions may be able to explain the varied empirical results on distributions
of the ordinary correlation coefficient. If the simulation conditions can be
represented as (2.1) with (2.5) being approximately satisfied and ;=1, the
classical procedures will be robust to nonnormality of the observed
variables, regardless of how large the marginal skewnesses and kurtoses
are. If (2.5) is not satisfied or ;{1, then classical procedures will
breakdown. When data are normally or elliptically distributed, we can test
the distribution of the data through testing the skewness and kurtosis
(Mardia, 1974) or the symmetry of the data (Fang et al., 1993). As model
(2.1) represents a variety of distributions with different marginal skewness
and kurtosis, at present it does not seem feasible to generalize the existing
testing procedures to the data generation mechanism (2.1). Even though
how to verify condition (2.5) in practice is also an open problem, from our
experience with covariance structure analysis, adding the correction factor
; to the test statistics will make inferences quite robust to minor violations
of this condition. An implication of this is that one need not be worried so
much by heterogeneous marginal kurtoses when applying the classical pro-
cedures, provided that a simple correction to classical procedures is made.
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we give specific solutions to the equations in (3.1) and
(3.3). This is to complete the demonstration that many T $s satisfying
condition (2.5) do exist. First, let us consider the following equations
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t211+t
2
12=c1
t221+t
2
22=c2
(A.1)
\(t211+t
2
21)&2t11 t21=0
\(t212+t
2
22)&2t12 t22=0.
When \=0, the solution to (A.1) is straightforward. We assume \{0 in
the following. Using substitution approach leads to solutions
t21=\[(c1$(\)&c2 $(\)2)(1&$(\)2)]12
t12=\[(c2&t221) $(\)]
12
(A.2)
t11=\(c1&t212)
12
t22=\(c2&t221)
12,
where
$(\)=2\2&1\2[1\2&1]12\.
The ‘‘+’’ or ‘‘&’’ sign in (A.2) depends on \. When \ is positive, t11 and
t21 can be both positive or both negative. When \ is negative, the t11 and
t21 should have opposite signs. The solutions for t12 and t22 in (A.2)
are decided similarly. When c1=c2=1, (A.2) gives a set of solutions to
equations in (3.1) and (3.3) corresponding to m=2. Even though the
solution set occupies a space of dimension zero, there still exist several
solutions when m=2, as the T1 and T2 in Section 3.1. Let
c1=1&t213
c2=1&t223 (A.3)
t13=t23 $(\)12,
with t23 being a free parameter, then (A.2) and (A.3) give a general set of
solutions to Eq. (3.1) and (3.3) corresponding to m=3. Since |t13 |1, t23
needs to satisfy
|t23 |1$(\)12.
By recycling the formula in (A.3), general solutions to (3.1) and (3.3) for
other m$s can be obtained similarly as with m=3.
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